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They are in no way superior to yourself, only they have had
the luck to catch the light and crystallise about a comprehen-
sive, unifying, infectious system of1 new ideas, sooner than you
have done.
chapter 3
Tewler as Ever
E
DWARD ALBERT TEWLER is still alive. I am afraid
he at least is lost to the revolution. I have told his
poor sordid story and that of the people whose lives he helped
to spoil; I have mocked at his absurdities and misfortunes
and invincible conceit; but all the way along as I wrote it
something has protested, " This is not fair. Given a broader
education, given air, light and opportunity, would he have
been anything like this ? "
He is what our civilisation made of htm, and this is all it
made of him.    I have told the complete truth about a con-
temporary specimen man.   This brings me into conflict
with my most intimate and trusted critic and with my loyal
but anxious publishers.    Your hero is detestable, they pro-
test, and there is not really a nice human being in the book
Couldn't you put in some flash of real nobility in him, and
can't you redeem the spectacle by one or two good people,
essentially good people, behaving in an exemplary manner,
people your readers would like and with whom they could
identify themselves and so hold themselves aloof from the
harsh veracity of your story ?   That is exactly what I refuse
to do for them.   My case is that Edward Albert is not so
much detestable as pitiful, and that for the rest I like nearly
all my characters as they are—except Mr Chamblc Pewter,
whom manifestly I loathe.   To love without illusions is to
be secure against surprise.    It is the quintessence of love.   I
follow in the tradition of Hogarth and Tom Jones and not
in the footsteps of Richardson, and I shall count mysdf
wholly damned if I let my friendly advisers induce me *0
pander to these people for whom reading is nothing better
than material far Grandisonian reverie   How can there bt

